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EUGENE NASSAR

The Unanswered Quest
The following paper is a sequel to one on Tolstoy called "The Quest
and the Answer." In the Tolstoy essay, I traced the separate strands of
spiritual quest for a meaning to existence in the two major characters of
War and Peace — Prince Audrey Bol/^ons/(y and Pierre Buzuhov — and
attempted to show that Tolstoy's personal quest encompassed the experience
of both his creations. The worlds of Politics, Society, Philosophy, the In
tellect, even that of earthy personal love and beauty all were investigated
and renounced as only partial answers. The final answers in War and
Peace Audreys doctrine of a Higher hove which embraces even one's
enemies and Pierre s faith in the simple Russian peasant — are two major
precepts in the so-called "Tolstoyian Christianity!' But Tolstoy, however
much he tried to appear as one, was not a peasant; he is more lil(e Andrey,
the aristocrat. And in his later years, Tolstoy really had no love of Christ,
but only an uncompromising religious dogma. He did not preach, he
coerced, he did not argue, he told; he did not open his heart, he closed
u m*nd> W e excuse the limitations of the man in view of the powerful
Senius of the artist.
The sufferings of Count Leo Tolstoy were mostly of the mind: Fyodor
ostoyevsky suffered in both physical and mental worlds. We have seen
at the spiritual quest of Tolstoy ended in a dogmatic creed—an egocentric belief in his own interpretation of Christianity. Dostoyevsky, h
owc^er, was never to embrace absolutes—he suffered too much. I find Tolstoy
eanalytical aristocratic genius whose preaching of a "higher love" appears
0
almost a pose. Dostoyevsky's love of mankind (his physical sufferings
^med only to intensify this love) is, to me, infinitely more sincere. That
to h,VC<^ ^°VC Prevcntec^ Dostoyevsky from finding any absolute answers
t0 his "eternal questions" is the theme of this paper.
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Dostoyevsky put three facets of himself in the brothers Karamazov
and to what degree each of the brothers is Dostoyevsky is a question worth
pursuing. Ivan dwells in the realm of the Intellect, engrossed in a "search
for God." Ivan is the symbol of Western thought and I feel, also, the symbol
of Doubt—the demoniacal doubt that tormented Dostoyevsky and that prob
ably torments all thinking men. Ivan is the pivot wheel of the book, the
most interesting character. He provides the intellectual movement in the
text. We shall make much of Ivan later.
Dmitri wallows in the sty of Impulse, of Passion—a tragic noble figure.
Dmitri has love, sensitivity and a damning "sense of honour." Dostoyevsky,
I feel, drew on his own life (being rather harsh to himself)—his gambling,
his frequent irrationality, his rape of a little girl—for much of Dimitri.
Alyosha treads the cloud-realm of perfect Christianity, of Christlike
submissive humble virtue, of non-impulsive love. This is Alyosha at his
best—often he must fight the "Karamazov sensuousness" (Prince Myshkin,
the "Idiot," is perhaps closer to this "ideal state" Dostoyevsky recognized.)
Superficially Dostoyevsky makes Alyosha and his Elder, Zossima, the
symbols for the Russian Orthodox Church, but both go deeper than that.
Again superficially, the book is an exhortation to the Dmitris of the world
to submit to the saving influence of Orthodoxy and to turn their backs on
the Western intellectual sterility that could lead only to madness. But I am
convinced that Dostoyevsky was no Orthodox; in the deepest reaches of his
mind and soul, he was an outsider to all religions but that of brotherly
love—he fought his doubts, but could never overcome them. To me, Alyosha
is what Dostoyevsky wanted, and fervently strove, to be; Dmitri is what
Dostoyevsky was afraid he was; and Ivan is what he was close to being.
And as is often true—that the man most bitterly denouncing "sex" is the
one who is having the hardest time to suppress the drive—I feel Dostoyevsky
embraced conservatism only as a reaction against the torment of his radical
doubts. The Brothers Karamazov fails in its purpose to convince me of the
virtues of conformity and the reason for this failure is the monumental
power of Dostoyevsky's own creation—Ivan Karamazov! We must, I think,
study Ivan closely to really know Dostoyevsky. All I say now of Ivan, 1
feel could be said of his creator.
Ivan is a brilliant thinker but his were not purely academic doubts.
Had his thinking on the "eternal" questions not been tempered by his great
compassion for his fellow man, his quest would not have become a disease,
but only a discipline. The suffering around him colored all his abstract
thought.
". . . [I admit that} ... I have a Euclidean earthly mind . . . utterly
inappropriate to contemplate God and his existence. . . ."
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But, accepting that he does exist, Ivan points to the unbelievable cruelties
of man to innocent children—the unexplicable malignity that is permitted
to exist.
"All I know is that there is suffering ... I must have justice or I will
destroy myself. And not justice in some remote, infinite time and space, but
here on earth ..."

He professes his faith in the coming of a "final Harmony" but
"I must renounce the higher harmony . . . It's not worth the tears of a
tortured child . . . How are you going to atone for them? Is it possible? By their
being avenged? But what do I care for avenging them? What do I care for a
hell for oppressors? What good can hell do, since those children have already
been tortured ... I want to forgive, I want to embrace . . . and if the
sufferings of children go to swell the sum of sufferings which was necessary to
pay for truth, then I protest that the truth is not worth such a price."

To this question "Why is such intolerable cruelty allowed to exist by
a supposedly Providential God?", Ivan adds another. Why if God exists,
has he given us the unwanted damning gifts of Freedom of Will and the
Knowledge of Good and Evil? Again the humanist aspects of the question
are what trouble Ivan. He finds in the great bulk of humanity only a wish
for someone [or something] to worship—staple food for both body and
soul—a desire to cling to the group, to the safe and sound. But God has
not given the masses the "Bread" they desire—he has given them only the
faculties that enable doubt and torment.
• . . instead of giving a firm foundation for setting the conscience of man at
rest forever, thou [the inquisitor addressing God] didst choose all that is excep
tionally vague and enigmatic, and thou didst choose what was entirely beyond the
strength of men, acting as though thou didst not love them at all . . ."

But Ivan is the most unwilling of agnostics. He longs for faith, for
conformity.
• . . What I dream is of . . . [being] ... a merchants' wife, weighing
eighteen stone, and of believing all she believes. My ideal is to go to the church
and offer a candle in simple-hearted faith."

(The above quotation is attributed to the devil—a hallucination of
van s the mouthpiece and symbol of his doubts.)
Dostoyevsky's life offers striking evidence that the doubts of Ivan were
ls j01^5 afso- He (Dostoyevsky) was not a spectator to the "unexplicable
CrUe ty in the world. He was arrested by the Nicolcan authorities on a
trivial offense and sentenced to death. The agonies of awaiting death ruined
of j*°yCVSky'S PhysicaI Being and darkly colored his thinking for the rest
i
—c
granted a last-minute pardon and sent to Siberia where
e endured four years of an unbelievably harsh animal-like existence. He
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there had plenty of time to rue the ideals of freedom and liberalism that
had put him in prison and to question the ways of a God that could allow
such iniquities to be done to him. And later, when he had to lead a handto-mouth existence, writing endlessly to keep his family alive, he must have
questioned as to whether it would not have been better if God had provided
him with a little bread and not a restless intellect. But I repeat that I do
not think that his terrible experience converted the man, other than super
ficially, to orthodoxy and conservatism. Dostoyevsky needed Orthodoxy as
a crutch to be able, at least, to walk. He realized that to be overcome by
doubts is to become shackled, to become incapable of action and finally, of
living. It is, however, Ivan's fate that he becomes thus paralyzed!
Ivan wants fervently to do good great things for his fellow man, to be
virtuous, to have faith. But he is too honest for blind acceptance; he must
look below all surfaces, investigate all incongruities. Search as he will, he
cannot find a basis, a justification for virtuous action. Without belief in
God and Immorality, "everything is lawful." His dilemma is one in which
the heart pleads for virtuous action and the mind mocks at the hypocrisy
of such actions. He can adopt no Causes as his own. As Ivan's "devil
laments:
". . . by some degree which I could never make out, I was predestined to
deny'". . ."Perhaps," he reasons, "nothing but hosannah is not enough for life,
the hosannah must be tried in the crucible of doubt Life . . . [without doubt]
. . . would be an endless church service, holy but tedious."

Ivan can do no other—he must doubt. But he has an overpowering
repugnance for his own doubting self and the Nihilism and animalism that
his doubts seem to justify as the only non-hypocritical existences. Ivan loathes
Smerdyakov, his half-brother, because he is the image of what Ivan would
be if his doubts were his precepts. He has a strong dislike for his full bro
ther Dmitri because he would be Dmitri if he gave in to the "Karamazov
reptilism," baseness and sensuality that was in his blood, inherited from
his Luciferian father.
Dostoyevsky also had this great lotthing for nihilism (the friends of
Ippolit in The Idiot are enormously despicable). In all his books, Dos
toyevsky has a mania for portraying the ill, the skeptical and the diseased
I feel that the honesty of Dostoyevsky, as that of Ivan, allowed him to oo
nothing else but present the thoughts and images that lived with him. Hi'
invectives against Nihilism stand as a noble artist's reaction against a cancer
which he fears is eating at his own flesh. His love of mankind and his
agony over its sufferings had implanted the germ of doubt of God and
Immortality in his mind. But, unlike Ivan, the strength of his love prevented
the conquest of his soul.
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Ivan, Dostoyevsky feels, is too much into the intellectual realm—his
love can not save him. The tragedy of Ivan Karamazov is that he tries to
act decisively and virtuously on a question when he feels no justification
for doing so. He wishes to speak out in defense of his brother accused for
murder. He has no evidence, he can do nothing, really. Alyosha knows his
brother well and as he prays to God to give Ivan strength of faith, he
ponders:
"He will either rise up in the light of truth or . . . perish in hate, revenging
on himself and on everyone his having served a cause he did not believe in."
Ivan leaves the courtroom a madman.

Ivan's "devil" recalls a legend of a brilliant nihilist thinker who, upon
dying and realizing he was immortal "refused on principle" to walk the
quadrillion miles that was his punishment for his earthly thoughts. After
sulking for a thousand years, the thinker arose and walked for a million
more—to paradise. Dostoyevsky, I feel, though he wrote of Orthodoxy,
doubted everything but that life and Humanity were essentially good. His
religion of love, however, and his passionate desire for faith divorce him
from the nihilists' solitude and egocenttricity. Immortality is his dream—
he would walk the quadrillion miles willingly. Tolstoy's dogma, by cornparison with Dostoyevsky's love, sinks into nothingness. Lonely and selfwilled, he would, I think, sit and sulk by the side of the nihilist. We are
not impressed by Tolstoy's answers, we are impressed by Dostoyevsky, the
^an even with his lack of answers. The question arises as to whether the
finding of an answer to the quest is the all-important thing, or is the quest
itself the most noble occupation of Man!

TODD BENDER

Sonnet
Spring: and the world bursts happ'ly forth with
Swell of buds and promise of fertility
And supremely humble I love you
For verdant youth and my young love are one.
Summer: and the lazy fields of sun-sweet grain
Will wave hello to ancient storm bent oaks
With recognition of maturity
And I love with a more than lingering love.
Fall: and frosted moonbeans give forebodings
Of the day when naked trees shall thrust
Their bony limbs toward the sky
And crack their knuckles in the icy, chilling cold.
Then shall my love be as a glowing fire,
Driving forth the cold with warm security.

EUGENE NASSAR

Notes
PREFACE
Every would-be artist, as I see it, is faced with two problems. He must
have something to say and must try to find a suitable way to say it. He
must solve both problems in order to create something really worth while.
Sensitivity is not enough in an artist; the impressions of an event or
thought must be analysed and only those impressions that do not detract
from the central atmosphere of the artistic effort must be selected for use.
The power of selectivity is not usually a natural gift, nor does it have to be.
Discipline in specific field of Art will develop the skill for form and
structure in that field.
Rebellion against traditional forms in Art is always to be viewed with
suspicion. More often than not, the rebellious movement is one composed
0
*hat are too lazy or limited to study the masters, the classicists, in
their field of Art; of men who feel the necessity to "express themselves"
naturally, uninfluenced by anyone; of men who claim the wish to do "per
sonal work so that they can relieve their pent-up souls and the public be
amned. The work turned out by such men is usually formless, diffuse,
| ious in spots, and too heavily anchored to its time and place to have any
asting value. These men are the Rebels without Cause. It is not logical to
re
from a traditional form until you thoroughly understand the form
n then are dissatisfied with it. The Rebel proceeding to create new forms
a ter study in the old is the one from whom true, original contributions to
rt will come. It was the paradox of Walt Whitman that he produced
atant, tedious catalogs when he consciously avoided form in any manner,
.ct gave us a few of the most beautiful poetical pieces in our literature
cn he bound his feelings in some sort of patterned form.
Of course, form without feeling is just as great an evil. A technical
tr^H C'Cnc^
words, notes, or brush gives one nothing more than a
e* (Most magazine writers and advertisement illustrators are harmless
*
creatively sterile intellectual, the cocktail critic are more dis|jc mg.mcm^crs
this species). A tradesman can become an Artist only if
can infuse his own unique personality into his technical skill. Personality,
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the capacity for compassion or understanding, cannot be developed to any
extent by discipline; they are inherent in the individual. The Gift of
Understanding is ultimately more valuable to the Artist than his discipline
in his field, but the Gift cannot stand alone.
An artistic creation, therefore, in my terms, is one in which the in
tensity of feeling is subdued and tempered by the form and structure which
is used and one in which the structural form is embodied in the living flesh
of feeling. My list of true artistic creations, therefore, (assuming that I were
a competent judge) would be a small one. This is not to say that I am
limiting the artist in the scope of his attempts at expression. No subject is
too trivial, no feeling too ignoble, no pattern, no form, too obscure to be
absolutely deemed non-artistic. Every fleeting thought through endless time
is capable of artistic treatment if the right form is used to present the
thought.
Below and flanking the realm of true artistic creation, I conceive two
realms of attempts at true art—one where the individual's ability to form
is too weak for his strength of feeling, and the other where the craftsman
has not the sensitivity to make his work live. In these two lower realms of
Art lie most of the efforts of all the world's cultures. The bulk of the work
of most great artists lies there too, and their lives are disciplined to the time
when an idea that has been living with them is fused with the form it
requires and becomes a single unit—a perfect expression, not of the man,
but of the individual as man.

My own personal problem is one of oversentimentality. To simply
pour one's feelings on the printed page for everybody to stare at is sickening.
No one should know the author's own personal eccentricities, except,
possibly, his relatives, psychiatrist, or biographer. The true reader is in
terested only in the universal element in the author's experience. But a
few years ago I thought that I felt deeply and that the world should know
the depth. Saroyan was my idol. I belonged to the lower realm of non
selective sentimentalists. Professor Sutcliffe made this fault vividly apparent
to me. In a paper on Huck Finn, I wrote of the Negro, Jim
Huck observed Jim . . . and could see that a soul existed in that ebon)
body and a heart was throbbing, yearning, inside that dusky chest.
Professor Sutcliffe penciled in, at the margin, "Soft violins to be played in
the background."
I often use now a style in which I attempt to purposely subdue
feelings and imply rather than state them. To avoid mawkishness, my short

J
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stories are little more than sketchy outlines of what could be long stories.
Indeed, I often leave so much out that I run the risk of seeming to say
nothing, and in a drab manner to boot. But, I want the reader to fill in
the details, to add his own embellishment to the skeleton I have created.
All of these stories have a wealth of associative illusion for me, I can only
hope that whoever reads them will find them as rich in suggestive images
and ideas of their own.

The following story can be thought an inevitable sequence of events
for which no one is to blame or a parable on morality in modern style. Any
merit that the story has does not depend on which it is. The reasons for
the conflict of the woman with her sons, which developed over a period of
many years, are hinted at in one sentence. It is left for the reader to draw
up the images of years of daily strife over trivialities. Whether the story is
interpreted naturalistically or idealistically depends upon the reader. To
illustrate this ambiguity, we can as\ the question, "How would Fran hie
have turned out if he had lived to return home?"
THE OLD WOMAN
The Italian lady who lived across the street had to bring up her three
sons all by herself after her husband died. When the war came, the govern
ment took all three of her boys and the old woman almost went crazy with
grief. But she was strong and able to keep her grief locked up inside of
herself. I used to watch her from my porch as she walked about, stooped,
with a scowl in her face, working outside the house with great energy.
One day in early spring, I saw her bending down, digging in the ground
°n the strip of grass in front of her house between the sidewalk and the
street. I watched as she planted three little tree saplings there, the same
distance apart. She told my mother afterwards that she was going to take
care of the trees who were her sons now and that she would be able to tell
how her real sons were by watching the trees grow.
We heard about two years later that Frankie, her oldest son, had been
1 led and had died a hero. The old woman screamed and beat her breast
a'id had to be taken to the hospital. When she was able to come home, she
came and stayed dressed in black and would speak to hardly anyone and
Never of Frankie. She went nowhere but to the corner store—not even to
Urch. She would spend a long time each day watering and caring for
jwo of her trees. She never touched the one that was supposed to be Frankie,
Nt it grew better than the others even though it was always in the shade
0 the shadow of the house.
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When the two living sons came home, they made much of their mother,
worked to fix her house up prettily and took her to church on Sunday for
a while. And the lady seemed happy; her scowl was not so menacing now
and her clothes were not always black.
Both the sons were quickly married and had big families in a few
years. One lived upstairs and the other down and the old woman stayed
in one room on the downstairs floor. It wasn't long before the neighborhood
knew that the old lady couldn't get along with her daughters-in-law who
weren't Italian, and her sons soon lost their love for her. A few years later,
she had a bad stroke and she walked with a limp after that. But this didn't
stop her from going out every day to care for the two sickly trees.
A lawyer came one day and the ownership of the house was signed
over to the sons. The boys hired a doctor who said that the lady should be
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put in a nurse's home; but she wouldn't go. Everybody hated her in the
house, and all she would do now was stay in her room all day and look
out of her window at the trees. By now, Frankie's tree was higher than
the first floor.
I was coming home late one night that fall when I saw the lady all
wrapped up in black limping toward the front of the house with a kitchen
knife in her hand. I could hear her muttering, swearing in Italian, and then
I watched her cut and scrape at the bark of the two stunted trees, moaning
and gasping all the time. I didn't do anything until I heard her scream and
saw her fall back, grab Frankie's tree and slump down on the grass. I ran
into my house and called the hospital. This last stroke paralyzed her com
pletely and her being in the nurse's home doesn't matter to her now. The
sons cut down all three trees the next year so they could put in a driveway.

This story, too, has a possible low and a high road of interpretation.
Adolescence, in its essence, a time of urgency and search, can be considered
cither an Ascension or a Fall or a bit of both. The Beauty of the Darkness
is either a crutch or a stairway for the boy in the story; the incident with
the girls is either the beginning of an end or the end of a beginning or
a bit of both.
A BONE FOR MR. FREUD
The patterns of light and shadow were particularly beautiful on this
one soft, sweet night when I was thirteen. The bright colored lights from
the two Bar-rooms on the corner blinked on and off and my street had
that electric feeling of closeness and strangeness that I have loved and feared
so much since I was little. The jukebox music and the murmuring of voices
from the corner, the streetlamp and the moonlight gave my street a sense
of modern city cheapness and ancient city grandeur at the same time. I half
closed my eyes and the velvet scene diffused and merged into a living image
of lines and colors and textures. I had been waiting all day for the dark
when I would lose the sickness in my stomach and get to feeling again the
way I used to feel.
1 came down from the porch and started to walk the wide, long beau
tiful street. The tall, thickly leaved trees arched over it all along and were
full of moonlight. The quiet old fashioned houses were sunk back in the
shadows. I passed the white steps that led back to the magnificent church
which stood high and simple on a gentle hill. Deep green bushes lined the
front of most of the lawns and there was a beautiful smell from them every
where as they seemed to be breathing.
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I walked slowly, and was getting to feel better when I heard giggling
across the street. I could tell it was Marie and her stupid girlfriend Fran—
Marie with grace and soft voice and brown hair and a smile like the sun.
She didn't know how much I watched her at school and I know she wanted
me to notice her more. But I never had enough nerve and I felt sick now
when she called out my name from across the street. I stood like an awkward
baby as they ran over to me and I tried to think of things to say—anything
that would impress her.
They both stopped a few yards away, then Marie slowly and beautifully
walked towards me. She turned around and said to Fran, "Remember, you
told me to say it." I damned my awkwardness as she smiled at me and
same close up on tip-toes so prettily to tell me something in my ear.
"Fran says that Tony says he'd go to be a priest after, if he could just
lay me once."
I turned away from her and started walking, quickly, awkwardly. 1
heard Fran ask, ,4Wuddy say, ah?" Marie answered, "Nothin', I tolja,
didn't I?" My stomach was turning and cramping. The music, the voices
from the bar seemed mocking. I felt sick and lonely and the night and the
street seemed empty.

The poem following is purely an experiment in projecting a thematic
idea that fleetingly ran through my mind and one that which in no way
develops the full scope or true direction of my meagre thoughts on lift(I tried to infuse my Christian sentiments into the poem and it was horribly
corny—hadn't the form to express the feeling.)
THOUGHTS WHILE WALKING THE STREET
A sky and a jump
With a pause in between,
A laugh and a tear
Then a big black screen,
A shade quickly drawn
Is all.
A dab of joy
On a background of grief,
A bud, a bloom
Before the fall of the leaf,
Then the dreaded winter

Is all.
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An aching throb,
A vision of dust,
Blind man's grope,
Night of lust,
Then a chill, still walk
Is all.
A coo of love,
A shriek of hate,
Bittersweet theme
Early, late.
Then muted fade of trumpet tone

Is all.

The next story is the first with a tone of affirmation. Broadly speaking,
Stewart is my symbol of Faith in a world where Reason can only council
at best, agnosticism. There are many Stewarts in our world and they are
the one support on which we can build any sort of Idealism. For me, they
are the strongest argument for religious belief.
A GIFT FOR CHRISTMAS
Stewart was a tall, thin Irishman who walked through most of his life
drunk and yet with a fine pleasantness and dignity. As I worked with him
and watched him when I was younger, I couldn't help finding in him and
his life some sort of symbolic drama. In seeing a man so amiable, so kind,
so obviously generous (though he had nothing to give) relegated to driving
a sweat-shop truck, the whole standard flood of protests against Economics
without Heart and Labor without Justice rushed to mind. His drunkenness,
I knew, was a rebellion of a lofty, peaceful temper against Economics,
against the evil people who didn't deserve to live in his benevolent world.
It hurt me to see him driving the truck unsteadily, swerving, bumping
down the street for I was sure that someone was taking great, malignant
pleasure in furtively spying on him, so degraded behind the wheel of the
Machine. I was glad when I saw him race crazily through the streets after
stopping off at a bar for I felt he was hurtling himself and his life against
the sneering face of all the Vices with incomparable bravery. His manner
greeting I will never forget—his bland smile, his sentimental kiss on my
forehead, then a mumbled prayer and a kiss to the Virgin on the sepulchre
around his neck. Dignified and drunk and melancholy happy, he walked
crcct and swaying as the idol of my young life.
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The after work hour from 5 to 6 P.M. on the day before Christmas
was each year the occasion for a small party for the laborers of the mill,
given by the owner. And, as my sentimental temperament sought out
allegory in everything in those days, the party seemed to me a hideous ritual
of worship to some pagan devil, set in motion by the owner and carried
out involuntarily, though with no thought of escape, by the workers.
The owner descended to the appointed party room from the offices
upstairs. The Great Hulk of man stepped down stupidly, awkwardly,
smiling into the room. He had waited till the workers had drunk perhaps
half of the liquor he had supplied for the party and as he entered he brought
silence with him. We all mumbled our season's greetings, we cowards.
I looked over to Stewart as he sat smiling, gazing up to the ceiling, drinking
continually and humming—singing softly. He paid no attention to the
owner.

^ t]
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Now the ritual entered into its second phase. The owner walked cir
cularly, shaking hands with each man, handing each the $5.00 Christmas
bonus, degrading them to dust as they could do nothing but accept it. He
paused in Stewart's corner, cleared his throat and turned to the flock to
disclose that Stewart's envelope contained thirty dollars in commemoration
of each of the thirty years he had worked for the mill. Stewart smiled
wistfully and said calmly that he didn't want it. When the owner protested,
he said that he would not take it. The owner forced it into Stewart's jacket
pocket, Stewart took it out, tore the envelope and money in two. The
owner, disturbed, left quickly and though Stewart protested that we all
must stay to drink to Our Lady, most of the workers went home to their
families soon after. I stayed to watch him.
He drank and sang and smiled and prayed and drank; he drank till
he could only mumble and I could tell that he was now blissfully happy
with the people he loved, with those who deserved him. And he rose and
walked quietly out of the room, the mill, into the snow-blown, freezing
street. There were no rooms that could contain his happiness and his
warmth. He walked the streets with incomprehensible joy and finally, after
wandering for hours in the darkness, lay down tired and satisfied and
froze to death in the snow.

In the last story I wrote of the great gift of Faith—the cornerstone of
all religious belief. Each religious sect builds on faith a framewor^ of ritual
which, in its best form, adds beauty and coherence to worship. But, often
a person develops within the confines of an enforced religion and knows
only the ritual. He builds his belief on procedure and hence has no belief
at all.
RITUAL
In the Maronite Rite of the Roman Catholic Church, the mass is sung
alternately throughout by the priest and a server who kneels at the side
nf the altar and wails his holy exhortations in unmelodic Syriac. In our
__
banese community, the singer is held in high esteem for we well appre
ciate the complexity of the language and the procedure. Our singer, Paul,
ad gained wide fame among our people because he had completely mas
tered even the intricate changes in the ritual occasioned by masses for
| arnages and the Dead. He was an imposing figure—tall, statuesque, with
°ng white hair and craggy, dark features. As he kneeled at the foot of the
ar with head and eyes uplifted and his arms held high above him in an
P oring gesture, he seemed the incarnation of profound religious feeling.
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The sounds uttering from his throat told of the ageless suffering of men
on earth and seemed to be drawn from the very center of a religious sou.
Paul put every inch of his physical being into his Sunday morning
iling
and spent his Sunday afternoon in the coffee house, exhausted tit
wai
happy, talking with the men of his age. He would relive with his country
men the entire performance he had given in the morning. Every gestur^
every syllable, the tone and inflection* of every phrase of the chant ha
had its own delicious ecstasy and Paul lived the afternoon in the dying
glow of this feeling.
He would take his supper at the coffee house and then return alone
to his room. His walking pace was measured, his air dignified, yet in
mind, he was in a hurry to get home. For as he lived from Sunday to
Sunday to experience a flash of ecstasy, he lived during the week in qui
secret enjoyment of a secret friend.
^
When Paul had been a young man and his life had not been
measured, he had, as a joke, bought an aged, though voluble, green par
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and as he had become more and more confirmed a bachelor, he had given
more and more attention to the strange, ancient bird. His part in the ritual
of the mass was not so complex and inflexible as the routine of the hours
Paul came to spend serving his cold friend. The parrot was kept in an
extremely large cage and was very well cared for. Paul would come and
sit by the cage every evening after supper and tell the bird all that had
burdened his heart during the day. The bird would answer each night
with a precise combination of inflected words and sounds in the set order
and phrasing that Paul had laboriously taught him through the years. And
Paul would delight in the perfection of the memory and articulateness of
the bird; he would each evening, attempt to add a new link of meaningless
sounds and phrases to the chain he had forged for his friend. The parrot,
perhaps because of torpor of old age or perhaps just because of animal
stupidity seemed always completely indifferent to Paul; he would learn the
lesson but he would not love his teacher.
A great many Sundays and weekdays came and were gone as Paul
wailed by the side of the altar or listened by the side of the cage.
One winter night, Paul returned to his room and found the parrot
hunched in the farthest corner on the floor of the cage. The bird was
wild eyed and feeble and mean; he clucked his throat threateningly and
from time to time emitted piercing, unintelligible, mad screams. Paul at
the sight of this became distraught with fear and anxiety. He fed the bird,
tried to soothe its madness, cried and begged to the bird to speak as it
had always spoken. But the parrot would only stare with burning eyes
and scream with possessed fury. For five nights Paul endured this torment
of kneeling at the cage and wailing his chant into the black night. But
there was no ecstasy, it did not come over him; his perfection was of no
value for no one could hear, no one was listening. On the fifth night he
realized this and so he rose from his kneeling, opened the cage of the mad
bird and crudely and quickly choked it to death. He threw the bird away
°n the street outside and never sang in church again.

1 have written to a large extent of the sadness, the melancholy despair
life. The characters so living are all sick in some way. I have already in
Part> °ffered my remedy—the Faith and love of a Stewart. But I now wish
to add the profound and wonderful gift of the ability to laugh. To be able
to ^auSh at the weakness of ourselves, our neighbors, our race, our environ!"ent and above all, our knowledge, is to be not overcome by them. Humor
everywhere, in everything; we simply must break our private barrier of
prtde and pomp to see it.
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MY MUSICAL CAREER
GRAMMAR SCHOOL

—"Look, Nassar, we got no more trumpets for rent in this school. Ya
wanna play a baritone or not?"
—"O.K.", I said.
—"All right, Nassar, you been on this same exercise for five weeks,
now when the Hell you gonna learn it?"
—"Mr. Baritone," the conductor says, "I ask you to stop blowing wildly
into your instrument and listen to your colleagues in the band."
—"Damn it, Nassar, they're only quarter notes! What to Hell's the
problem?"
—"Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Gene Nassar will now play for us Rubin
stein's Melody in F. Note particularly the beautiful high tone the baritone
is capable of producing." . . . and my eighth grade teacher sits down there
and gives me the evil eye and I get scared and end up four bars ahead of
the piano player.
. . . afterwards . . . "Nassar," my teacher says, "You stink!"
"Thanks," I said.
HIGH SCHOOL
—"O.K., Nassar, you can take lessons on the trumpet, but I swear to
God, you'll never get in the band. Now lookit this beautiful, new, gold,
baritone the school just bought—500 dollars! We need baritone players bad
in the band. You'll be doin' a service to yer school."
—"Wad deya . . . Kiddin' me? Where's the trumpet?" I said.
—"Goddam it, Nassar, I know you can play 'April Showers,' but the
goddam lesson is the speed fingering exercise! Who the Hell are you,
Nassar, the president? You tryin' to tell me you can't practice fifteen
minutes a day?"
(I'm in the barber shop, waiting, ope time. My teacher comes running
in looking mad as Hell)
—"Nassar! You son of a ***!!! Your goddam horn . . . It's in the
middle of the goddam streetI Why? Why?
"Geez, sir, I put it down to catch this pass . . . this here kid. . • •
I guess . . ."
—(one month later) "Why, Mrs. Nassar, I really can't tell you how
shocked I was when your son Eugene quit lessons after three years. Why
he showed such promise . . . and he seemed to lil(e it so well."
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ROBERT CLARK

The Human Condition in
Hawthorne's Fiction

I find the problem of guilt to be the keystone to understanding Haw
thorne's total effort. If I were to attempt the ludicrous, a definition of
Hawthorne's "great theme" or "lifelong preoccupation" in a single phrase,
it would have to do with sin only indirectly, but would revolve around guilt,
in somewhat the following manner: man's ambiguous involvement in guilt.
The problem of guilt is thrown into relief by Hawthorne's dual vision:
man's fall from grace, the disaster, sorrow, and evil of man's state, is
understood in two ways, never clearly separable in any of Hawthorne's sit
uations or characters. The tragic vision of Miriam, by positing an absolute
split" between man's nature and the universal harmony, makes the concept
guilt meaningless; the moral vision of Hilda, by affirming in man's
mixed nature the capability of harmony with the universal forces, ascribes
guilt to any failure of this harmony, any disaster, sorrow, or crime. But
Hawthorne was a disciple of experience, as I have said, and he knew that
cxpericncc never fits patterns, that the conflicts apparent in experience are
never resolved by it, and so he never "impaled (a) story with its moral as
w'th an iron rod." The paradox of guilt seen under a dual aspect occupied
his creative mind, and the creative mind never resolves paradoxes: it
dramatizes them. Eliot's comment upon James, that "he had a mind so
that no idea could violate it," could apply in a rather different sense
to Hawthorne, despite the fact that he was explicitly concerned with ideas.
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The constant shifting of focus between fatality and freedom, between wis
dom and innocence, between the universality of sin and the unstained soul,
is characteristic of the equipoise of his dramatic vision, and the chief value
of his work as well. What finally emerges, as 1 shall show below, is a
concept of guilt and sin, if concept indeed does emerge, that constitutes a
clear insight into that greatest of Christian mysteries, original sin.
The foregoing formulation of the central theme of Hawthorne's work
brings together all his great creations, and not by way of the Procrustean
bed, except to the extent that all generalizations do. The unresolvable con
flict of his dual vision, and the ambiguous moral content of all situations,
can be glimpsed together in his focus upon guilt. How guilty is Hester for
her sinful act—is she more sinned against than sinning? How guilty is
Donatello for the unpremeditated crime that sprang from something hidden
in his blithe nature, and how guilty Miriam who wandered in the shadow
of fatality? How guilty is Aylmer for his wife's death, how guilty the
Reverend Mr. Hooper for blighting the life of Elizabeth ? In these questions
are combined the elements of Hawthorne's ambiguity: sin as wrong and
sin as inevitable by men's nature, and the inexplicable participation of every
human situation in both good and evil. Cannot all those be absolved of
guilt by one rationalization or another? Can it not be forcefully argued
for all of them that their suffering and loss is in a great part undeserved?
Yet how valid are these arguments when faced with the deeds of these
sinners?
The ambiguity of moral situations, in relation to the problem of guilt,
finds expression in all Hawthorne's best work. The distillation of leading
ideas from his fiction can show this ambiguity only fitfully, and, in order
that it may emerge clearly enough so that its relation to the problem of
guilt can be seen, I will examine two of Hawthorne's tales closely.
"Young Goodman Brown" is universally acknowledged to be one of
Hawthorne's best stories. I think it serves very well to stand for the extreme
complexity and richness of Hawthorne's best work, and to show how Haw
thorne's characters often become involved in guilt. Young Goodman Brown
leaves home and his wife Faith at sunset to go forth into the forest on an
errand of some "evil purpose," an errand which reveals itself akin to the
Faustian quest when he meets the Devil as prearranged—or at least "not
wholly unexpected." But this last shows that Goodman Brown is not wholly
resolved upon his evil errand. Goodman Brown in fact goes forth into the
forest—the moral wilderness, where all values are ambiguous—in quest of
knowledge, with the intent to explore appearance and reality. " 'Faith kept
me back awhile,'" he explains when the Devil complains that he is late,
and the double role of Faith is pointed up: she is his wife, in whom he
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later discovers latent evil, and she is also emblematic of his naive acceptance
of Puritan moralism and truism, his acceptance of appearance which shrouds
Goody Cloyse, the minister, and the deacon in simple piety and respecta
bility, and hides the fact of man's potential sinfulness. This naive Faith, on
whose skirts he thinks he can ride to Heaven, calls to mind Milton's judg
ment, "I cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue," and though Good
man (note the irony of the epithet) Brown emerges from the moral wilder
ness involved in deadly error, his quest was noble and courageous, and he
is of tragic stature, greater and more human than when he entered. The
events of the story are simple: the Devil, in the aspect of Brown's grand
father, "discoursing so aptly that his arguments seemed rather to spring up
in the bosom of his auditor than to be suggested by himself," reveals for
Brown the potential evil lurking in the souls of those he thought good, first
his own ancestors, then Goody Cloyse who taught him his catechism, then
the minister and Deacon Gookin, and finally, at the climax, his wife Faith:
There was one voice of a young woman, uttering lamentation, yet with an
uncertain sorrow, and entreating for some favor, which, perhaps, it would grieve
her to obtain; and all the unseen multitude, both saints and sinners, seemed to
encourage her onward.

This is the fatal moment of Goodman Brown's error, for the revelation of
evil—Faith's entreaty—warps his vision of the ambiguity of things, and he
is blinded to good—Faith's lamentation. Enraged with despair, Good man
Brown cries, " There is no good on earth; and sin is but a name, and
logins to wander in the moral wilderness, "still rushing onward with the
instinct that guides mortal man to evil." He comes upon a celebration which
greatly resembles the Black Mass, attended by those of the best and the
worst reputations alike, for whom "he felt a loathful brotherhood by the
|>mpathy of all that was wicked in his heart." It is in fact a rite of initiation
or two new members of the communion of evil, who prove to be Goodman
frown and Faith. The Devil addresses them, and in one of Hawthorne's
,.st slrokes even the Prince of Darkness is given a dubious value "as if
his once angelic nature could yet mourn for our miserable race." "Evil
must be your only happiness," says the Devil, reminiscent of his remark
after his fall in Paradise Lost, "Evil be thou my good." But at the last
m°nient Goodman Brown recovers his vision, and shouts to Faith to look
up to Heaven, a recognition that man is after all of a mixed moral nature.
^ e spell is broken. But his last moment of vision, whatever it saved him
rom, betrayed him into spiritual pride, for when he emerges from the
0lfst be has been fatally warped, and sees all around him as they appeared
at,
darkest moment. He does not recognize that he is guiltier than those
w om he judges evil. He persists in despair, and when he dies, "they carved
I >»
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no hopeful verse upon his tombstone, for his dying hour was gloom." There
is absolutely no hint that his sorrow will be dissolved in the white light of
eternity. This is typical Hawthorne: Goodman Brown is guilty, but can he
really be blamed? When he goes forth to the moral wilderness, he has no
weapon except his narrow Faith to meet what he finds there. He falls
through no overt sin, but through a series of events which his simple mind
has no tools for understanding, and when he lapses, only momentarily, into
sinful error, he is irrecoverably damned. Is this too harsh? No, says Haw
thorne, who has a firm grip upon the deepest traditional Christian insights,
and upon experience as well.
Even more dubious to the rationalizing mind is the guilt acquired by
Reuben Bourne in "Roger Malvin's Burial," for which he has to atone in
a horrible and bloody manner. The story is one of Hawthorne's least typical
technically. In its course it seldom goes beyond the literal level to project
meanings upon an abstract plane, as does "Young Goodman Brown," and
achieves its effect without apparent use of emblems or symbols. The con
clusion, however, extends its signification, and it takes its place beside
Hawthorne's greatest efforts. Two wounded fugitives from "Lovell's fight,
Roger Malvin and his prospective son-in-law Reuben Bourne, are making
their way to their native colony through the forest—the moral wilderness
again—when Malvin realizes that he is dying. He urges the reluctant
Reuben to leave him, to comply with a dying man's last wish and to pre
serve himself from useless death for the sake of the one they both love best.
These last words
reminded (Reuben) that there were other and less questionable duties than that
of sharing the fate of a man whom his death could not benefit. Nor can it he
affirmed that no selfish feeling strove to enter Reuben's heart, though the con
sciousness made him more earnestly resist his companion's entreaties.

Still Reuben refuses, though Malvin urges him to fulfill the vision of hap
piness he glimpses for his daughter. Malvin continues his suit with the idea
that if Reuben leaves him the latter might bring aid in time to save him.
though he knows it is hopeless. Reuber is moved:
No merely selfish motive . . . could have induced him to desert his companion
at such a moment—but his wishes seized on the thought that Malvin's life mig
be preserved, and his sanguine nature heightened almost to certainty the remote
possibility of procuring human aid.

"If you were I, would you leave a wounded man?" Reuben asks, and
Malvin, secretly acknowledging the "wide dissimilarity between the two
cases," recites an incident in which he himself left a wounded compani°n
and returned with aid in time to rescue him.
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This example, powerful in affecting Reuben's decision, was aided, unconsciously
to himself, by the hidden strength of many another motive.

1 underline for emphasis. Malvin, exacting from Reuben a promise that he
shall return to bury the dead man, bids him go, and Reuben, with "a sort
of guilty feeling, which sometimes torments men in their most justifiable
acts," steals back to find Malvin in the midst of a prayer for Reuben's and
his daughter's happiness.
Death would come like the slow approach of a corpse, stealing gradually towards
him through the forest, and showing its ghastly and motionless features from
behind a nearer and yet a nearer tree. But such must have been Reuben's own
fate had he tarried another sunset; and who shall impute blame to him if he
shrink from so useless a sacrifice?

I quote at such length in order to indicate the extreme ambiguity of the
moral perplexity of Reuben (and to illustrate Hawthorne's great artistry in
this piece). Reuben wanders through the forest, unsure of his direction, in
much the same manner that Goodman Brown wandered after his cry of
despair. The moral wilderness, where accepted values are suddenly seen to
he ambiguous, throws each into great confusion and leads each to error.
Finally Reuben collapses, but is discovered by a party of his own neighbors
in time to save his life. When he recovers consciousness, Malvin's daughter
is awaiting news of her father, and he tells her that Malvin is dead, but
nothing of the circumstances, for "pride, the fear of losing her affection,
the dread of universal scorn," prevent him. He feels he does not deserve
«nsure for leaving Malvin, but
concealment had imparted to a justifiable act much of the secret effect of guilt,
and Reuben, while reason told him that he had done right, experienced in no small
degree the mental horrors which punish the perpetrator of undiscovered crime.

lust as his sinful motives worked unconsciously in him to persuade him to
cave Malvin, his guilt works through his unconscious mind—the experience
0 guilt was more significant for Hawthorne than the reasoned concept of
guilt for selfish action, and whether or not his sinful motives were ever in
j^e province of conscious control, the experience of guilt tells of them,
urthermore, he fails to keep his vow to return and bury the dead man.
n the course of time Reuben and Dorcas are married, and a son, Cyrus,
Is orn. Cyrus is his father's only comfort, for in familiar Hawthornesque
tnanncr the knowledge of sin has made Reuben, like Dimmesdale and
tston, a restless egotist, and he loves that in which he sees some reflection
0
is own mind. Reuben's attempt at farming is a failure, and when Cyrus
ls
teen years old he and Reuben go into the forest to select a tract of land
°n
to make a new start. Shortly afterward, the family, with what is
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left of its possessions, strikes out for its new home. Cyrus realizes that his
father is not following the course of their previous expedition, and, despite
the wealth of "naturalistic" detail, the reader is aware that this is more
than three people on a journey. It is, symbolically, Reuben's sojourn again
into the moral wilderness, leaving the moral simplifications of "justifiable
acts" and "unquestionable duties" and just deserts, and searching in the
expanses of moral ambiguity for the truth of his situation. The family camps
for the night, and Reuben and Cyrus go out in separate directions to find
game. Reuben is distracted:
He was musing on the strange influence that had led him away from his pre
meditated course, and so far into the depths of the wilderness. Unable to penetrate
to the secret place of his soul where his motives lay hidden, he believed that a
supernatural voice had called him onward . . .

Reuben hears a noise in the brush, fires, and makes for his quarry, to
discover that he has arrived at the very spot where he left Malvin. He notices
the dead top of the tree that had grown from the sapling on which he tied
his handkerchief for a marker eighteen years ago. "Whose guilt had blasted
it?" Having heard the shot, Dorcas arrives to discover that Reuben's quarry
was their son Cyrus.
The vow that the wounded youth had made the blighted man had come to
redeem. His sin was expiated, the curse was gone from him; and in the hour
when he had shed blood dearer to him than his own a prayer—the first for
years—went up to Heaven from the lips of Reuben Bourne.

The reader, while acknowledging that this story is beautifully and simply
constructed and fine in all effects (with a slight allowance for the tree
blasted by Reuben's handkerchief), might complain that Reuben's atone
ment is far out of proportion to his guilt. Hawthorne himself seems to
know that this objection will be made, when Reuben spots the blasted tree
at the place of Malvin's death: whose guilt, indeed, had blasted it? In none
of the situations in which Reuben found himself did he clearly sin: to stay
with the dying man would have been to sacrifice himself uselessly; to reveal
to his neighbors that he had left Malvin wtould have been to bring suffering
upon Dorcas, whose happiness with Reuben was her father's last wish, and
undeserved censure upon himself; to return to bury Malvin would have
been to reveal, while in the act of fulfilling a vow that could not in any
way help Malvin, that his life was a lie. But his guilt imposed upon him a
terrible fatality, and carried him against his will, back into the moral wilder
ness, where he learned that atonement meant a form of self-sacrifice. He has
arrived at the heart of the mystery of guilt: an aspect of man's fatality i*
that he is by nature incapable of resolving the moral ambiguity of things.
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but when as a consequence of his efforts he falls into error he is as guilty
as if he had knowingly willed error.
This paradox that makes error sin—the marriage of inevitability with
guilt—is at the center of the Christian understanding of original sin, and
Hawthorne, working through experience and the broad notions of the
Christian tradition, arrived here finally also. In The Nature and Destiny
of Man, Reinhold Niebuhr sets out this paradox:
The Christian doctrine of sin in its classical form offends both rationalists and
moralists by maintaining the seemingly absurd position that man sins inevitably
and by a fateful necessity but that he is nevertheless to be held responsible for
actions which are prompted by an ineluctable fate.1

He quotes Calvin, whose words have a special relevance to Hawthorne:
"Wherefore as Plato has been deservedly censured for imputing all sins to
ignorance, so also we must reject the opinion of those who maintain that all sins
proceed from deliberate malice and pravity. For we too much experience how
frequently we fall into error even when our intentions arc good. Our reason is
overwhelmed with deceptions in so many forms. . . ."2

The dilemma here described is precisely that of Reuben Bourne: faced with
moral ambiguity, he unwittingly falls into error—the result of man's tainted
understanding of himself and his world—even when trying to do the right
thing, but is nevertheless responsible for his actions. Man's ambiguous in
volvement in guilt is dramatized by Hawthorne as the result of fatality in
other senses than in the fatal inability to understand moral ambiguities:
it is the result of the fatality under which Miriam moves, the result of
Donatello's and Goodman Brown's inexperience, the result of the Pyncheons' birth and Pearl's illegitimacy, the result of Chillingworth's and
Hester's unnatural marriage, the result of Hollingsworth's natural overabundance of benevolent energy. But the fatality is finally, in every case,
man's potentiality for evil, the sinfulness of the human heart. This is the
inscrutable welding of Hawthorne's dual vision, the fatality of tragedy
w'th the freely acquired guilt of moral effort. It is seen in all its complexity
'n a passage from The Marble Faun, the discussion between Miriam and
Hilda having to do with Hilda's copy of Guido's portrait of Beatrice Cenci:
. . while I was painting her (says Hilda), I felt all the time as if she were
trying to escape from my gaze. She knows that her sorrow is so strange and
immense, that she ought to be solitary forever. ... It is infinitely heart-breaking
'Niebuhr, Reinhold: The Nature and Destiny of Man, New York: Charles Scribner's
^°ns, 1955, p. 241.
^oted from Ibid., p. 242.
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to meet her glance, and to feel that nothing can be done to help or comfort her;
neither does she ask help or comfort, knowing the hopelessness of her case better
than we do. She is a fallen angel,—fallen, and yet sinless; and it is only this
depth of sorrow, with its weight and darkness, that keeps her down upon earth,
and brings her within our view, even while it sets her beyond our reach.'*
"You deem her sinless?" asked Miriam; "that is not so plain to me. If 1
can pretend to see at all into that dim region, whence she gazes so strangely
and sadly at us, Beatrice's own conscience docs not acquit her of something evil,
and never to be forgiven!"
"Sorrow so black as hers oppresses her very nearly as sin would," said Hilda.
'Then," inquired Miriam, "do you think that there was no sin in the deed
for which she suffered?"
"Ah!" replied Hilda, shuddering, "I really had quite forgotten Beatrice's
history, and was thinking of her only as the picture seems to reveal her character.
Yes, yes; it was terrible guilt, an inexpiable crime, and she feels it to be so.
Therefore it is that the forlorn creature so longs to elude our eyes, and forever
vanish away into nothingness. Her doom is just!"
"O Hilda, your innocence is like a sharp sword!" exclaimed her friend. "Your
judgments are often terribly severe, though you seem all made up of gentleness
and mercy. Beatrice's sin may not have been so great: perhaps it was not sin at
all, but the best virtue possible in the circumstances. If she viewed it as a sin,
it may have been because her nature was too feeble for the fate imposed upon
her
"

In Hawthorne, the attempt to cast off guilt, to escape what is felt to be
unjustified or disproportionate guilt, as in the chapter "The Flight of Two
Owls in The Seven Gables, always ends in frustration or a perception of
wrongdoing. It is significant in this connection that in "The Celestial Rail
road the passengers' burdens, corresponding to Christian's burden of sins,
are carried in the baggage compartment. The forest scene of The Scarlet
Tetter shows an attempt to cast off guilt. "What we did had a consecration
of its own," Hester cries in the forest—in the moral wilderness, where
established values lose their certainty, where suddenly their passion does
not look wholly sinful—but she is forced to replace the discarded emblem
of her shame. 'Hopefully, but a moment ago, as Hester had spoken of
drowning it in the deep sea, there was a sense of inevitable doom upon her,
as she thus received back this deadly symbol from the hand of fate." And
the wretched minister! . . . Tempted by a dream of happiness, he had
yielded himself, with deliberate choice, as he had never done before, to
what he knew was deadly sin." "As he had never done before"—the casting
off of guilt is a positive sin such as not even the minister's adulterous
passion was. To deny guilt is to deny an essential part of the human
situation.
Contrasted with the fatalism of Chillingworth who says it is not
granted him to pardon and that none are sinful but suffer under a dark
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necessity, the acceptance of guilt by resigning to its paradox constitutes the
only real moral freedom that emerges from the heart of Hawthorne's work.
Guilt is the root of the matter: Hester, Dimmesdale, Hollingsworth, Miriam,
Donatello, Hepzibah, Clifford, Beatrice of "Rappaccini's Daughter," Reuben
Bourne finally and Ethan Brand too late, all accept man's inevitable guilt,
and if we cannot be sure that they are "redeemed," we know that they gain
morally by this acceptance. Chillingworth, Westervelt, Judge Pyncheon,
the model in The Marble Faun, Aylmer, Young Goodman Brown, Giovanni
of "Rappaccini's Daughter," do not accept guilt for failure, and demonism
follow for them. One way in which man's guilt for his failure may be
denied is to claim immunity from error, as Aylmer, Goodman Brown, and
Giovanni: in this struggle to resolve ambiguity and to purge error, man is
doomed to disaster but ennobled by his effort. Another way to deny guilt
for failure is to claim that failure is inevitable and the burden of guilt
illusory, as Chillingworth and Westervelt and the model do: this lends
certainty to demonism and death.
Not all of Hawthorne is this complex, of course—there are the Hildas
and Kenyons and Coverdales who hover at the periphery of the artist's
heart, But at his most intense, he was aware of the glory, mystery, and
tragedy of the human condition: he was of a religious consciousness, in
other words, and could fathom the religious truths that lay at the depths
of the human situation. For Hawthorne, as for men of religious sensibility
in all ages, man is above all a failure, and this is the clue, I think, to that
dark cast of his work which seems so much more a part of the author's
soul than the brighter patches. There is a moral dimension to experience,
a dimension of freedom and guilt, and we ignore it at the cost of damnation,
but when we launch our moral efforts upon experience we discover such
ambiguity in the condition of things that any positive effort, such as the
efforts of Aylmer and Goodman Brown, is bound to distort the truth and
end in failure. Man is provided with no clear understanding of moral sit
uations, and consequently falls into error, but error is sin because he is
guilty nevertheless. This is why Hawthorne said of Clifford in The Seven
Gables:
^ou are old, and worn with troubles that ought never to have befallen you. You
are partly crazy and partly imbecile; a ruin, a failure, as almost everybody is,—
though some in less degree, or less perceptibly, than their fellows.
I have said that Hawthorne was of an essentially religious consciousness,
and I believe that his was the dilemma of the religious mind when it has
0sl the mooring of the Redemption and the Atonement in Christ. This
Prcdicament he observed in Melville when he met the younger man in
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England, and it was to a large extent his own: "He can neither believe
nor be comfortable in his unbelief; and he is too honest and courageous
not to try to do one or the other.8 This is of course to assume, as I have
throughout this essay, that Hawthorne's imaginative view of life was also
his personal view, and that his works reflect accurately the human proble ms
he found most compelling. Here I run counter to such a great artist as
Henry James, who, in his book on Hawthorne, says that sin and the
struggles concerning it were only imaginative toys for Hawthorne:
Nodiing is more curious and interesting than this almost exclusively imported
character of the sense of sin in Hawthorne's mind; it seems to exist there merely
for an artistic or literary purpose.4

Of course, James, for whom the Puritan idea of sin was passe, must have
found it hard to conceive how anyone could believe in something like it.
But it is nevertheless surprising to find this serious artist proposing that it
is possible for the writer to stuff his works full of intellectual junk that
bears no relation to the experience of life simply because such junk makes
pleasing stories—to regard his works as exercises in virtuosity. T. S. Eliot
seems to make my assumption when he notes in Hawthorne and James,
"their indifference to religious dogma at the same time as their exceptional
awareness of spiritual reality," their "profound sensitiveness to good and
evil."5 Eliot speaks on evidence of their works, for I am sure Hawthorne—
at least—never wrote of himself that he had a profound sensitiveness to
good and evil. Furthermore, there is much in his life to indicate that the
spiritual problems of the characters of, for instance, The Marble Faun were
problems that were meaningful for Hawthorne.
Hawthorne's dilemma was the keen knowledge of the Christian mean
ing of original sin divorced from the faith in the agency of the Atonement,
"the Lamb of God which taketh away the sins of the world," the stigma
tized foot at which man may lay the burden of guilt for his sins. We know
that while he professed to be a Christian, he seldom attended church, he
scorned theology, sermons, and clerics, and he so seldom mentioned the
Savior in any of his writings—books, letters, notebooks—that he almost
seems to have been unaware of Him. Hawthorne's Roman experiences
brought him to a sharp awareness of the limitations of New England
Protestantism in many respects, but this awareness, instead of opening the
3Quoted

from Arvin, Newton: Hawthorne, Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1929, p- •
Henry: Hawthorne (reprinted in Wilson, Edmund (ed.): The Shock °Recognition, New York: Farrar, Strauss & Cudahy, 1955), p. 471.
.
5Quoted from Matthiessen, F. O.: The Achievement of T. S. Eliot, New York: Oxfoi^
University Press, 1947, p. 9. Matthiessen quoted these remarks from an unpu
lecture on James given by Eliot at Harvard in a course on Contemporary Literature

4Jamcs,
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soul to Christ, opened it to speculation upon the felix culpa, which was
abhorrent to his deep moral bias. Even when Hawthorne was persuaded
by his experience that moral effort was as possible as tragedy was inevitable,
he found in moral effort an ambiguity that rendered it, for him, almost
completely without hope of success. In a letter to his sister-in-law, he
expressed this almost complete negativism:
I only know that I have done no good—none whatever. Vengeance and bene
ficence are things that God claims for himself. His instruments have no con
sciousness of His purpose; if they imagine they have, it is a pretty sure token
that they are not His instruments. The good of others, like our own happiness,
is not to be attained by direct effort, but incidentally.
It is little wonder that he disliked the religion of New England, with its
picture of the moral spirit steadily and surely advancing upon Heaven, its
goal clearly in sight, the path to it apparent, the obstacles clearly labelled.
He found this naive, and doubtless felt, as he felt of the Puritans, that such
moral simplicity led often to tragic inhumanity. But if moral achievement
was impossible as a balm to the soul, and guilt a reality, what recourse was
there for the burdened soul? If man's fate was always to bear the guilt
for error and sin, was there no place where he might lay this terrible
weight? For a while, during the mature years, Hawthorne rested in his
dilemma, creating his great characters and regarding their anguish with
sympathy but without consolation. But he was increasingly restless after
the first years of his marriage. He moved from house to house, never really
establishing a home, and, when he was forced to stay in The Wayside longer
than he had stayed in one place before, he called it a prison from which
he felt he could never escape. From Lenox he wrote to his publisher Fields,
O that Providence would build me the merest little shanty, and mark me
f>ut a rood or two of garden ground, near the sea-coast!" He had hated
Salem, but when he was in England he looked back across the sea to his
native land with a strange hopeless mixture of longing and dread. Utter
ances of this sort are typical in his letters: "The more I see of the rest of
the world, the better I think of my own country (not that I like it very
enthusiastically, either)." In Rome (which he left saying he "bitterly de
tested ' it) his contact with Roman Catholicism stirred him deeply. He still
eh the futility of moral effort; in Our Old Home he had said:
I had never been in the habit of feeling that I could sufficiently comprehend any
particular conjunction of circumstances with human character, to justify me in
thrusting my awkward agency among the intricate and unintelligible machinery
°f providence. . . . When a man opens both his eyes, he generally sees about as
ntany reasons for acting one way as in any other, and quite as many for acting
in neither. . . .
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His mental agitation is apparent in The Marble Faun. The oversimplifica
tion of life which results in the moral oppression of New England was
thrown into relief by the great understanding of human weakness and
need implicit in the forms of Catholicism. Kenyon and Hilda, who love
Miriam despite their intuition of some taint upon her soul, agree upon the
tyranny of the moral conscience:
"My heart trusts her at least, whatever my head may do. . . . Rome is not like
one of our New England villages, where we need the permission of each individual neighbor for every act that we do, every word that we utter, and every
friend that we make or keep."
Hilda finally comes to regret deeply the rigid conception of good and evil
which made her reject Miriam, whose ambiguous situation is indicated when
it is said that she went astray in the shadow of her fatality and wandered
into crime. " 'Miriam loved me well,' thought Hilda remorsefully, 'and 1
failed her at her sorest need.'" Hilda finds relief from the obsessive
memory of Donatello's crime at the confessional, an institution which
seemed to offer for Hawthorne's encumbered soul the haven he was looking
for. We recall the torment of Dimmesdale and Reuben Bourne, who keep
their sins from the public eye. When Hawthorne describes the young man
kneeling before an altar in Rome, weeping and praying in contrition, and
comments, "If this youth had been a Protestant, he would have kept all
that torture pent up in his heart, and let it burn there till it seared him
into indifference," the author's intellectual plight seems confronted with
its solution. However, later, when Kenyon speaks to Hilda, we can almost
picture Hawthorne addressing himself:
"If there were one person in the world whose native rectitude of thought . . •
I would have trusted against all the arts of a priesthood—whose taste alone, so
exquisite and sincere that it rose to be a moral virtue, I would have rested upon
as a sufficient safeguard,—it was yourself!"
If Catholicism is unsatisfactory, if the confessional's relief is the dupe of
worldly priests and absolution the province of God, what then for the
guilty soul? One more alternative presented itself, certainly the more hor
rible of the two: the idea of the fortunate fall. Man's fatality is that he
must suffer guilt which he did not incur; is it not, then, nothing more than
Divine justice that he be rewarded proportionately, by attaining a "higher
innocence" than that from which his first ancestor fell?
"Sin has educated Donntello, and elevated him. Is sin, then,—which we deem
such a dreadful blackness in the universe,—is it, like sorrow, merely an elemcnt
of human education, through which we struggle to a higher and purer state than
we could otherwise have attained? Did Adam fall, that we might ultimately
to a far loftier paradise than his?"
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Kenyon no sooner suggests this than Hilda labels it for what it is: the
death of the moral life, the mockery of God and religion. " 'Forgive me,
Hilda! ... I never did believe it! " insists the sculptor, and when he cries
out, O Hilda, guide me home! " it might be the cry of Hawthorne's
own errant mind. His consistent integrity would not let him embrace any
view which would obliterate a part of his experience.
He is a fine example of the religious mind detached from the dog mas
of the Christian heritage. Caught between the fatality of error and the
reality of guilt, he bore the weight of a spiritual dilemma which that most
admirable of his qualities, his fidelity to his experience, would not let him
resolve. He scorned all partial views, refused to seek consolation where he
doubted it should be found, remained throughout true to the painful enig ma
of experience as he saw it, in the traditional Christian manner, rent between
fatality and guilt. For such a mind, the only recourse is Christ, but the world
from which Hawthorne drew his experience cut him off from the mooring
of Christ. In Hawthorne's great work we have reflected the deep pessimism
of the man himself.

I have said that the error of Hawthorne's detractors is the result not
of mistaking his subtlety for "alienation from reality," but also of
misunderstanding the milieu which he created for the realization of his
fictional ends. Such an important aspect of his art deserves lengthy con
sideration: I will merely suggest some observations that might be expanded
into a treatment of sufficient scope to demonstrate that this milieu was in
its own right a creation of the first order.
What Hawthorne did was practically without example in fiction. His
early romance, Fanshawe, shows the influence of the novels of action of
Scott and the American Gothic, Charles Brockden Brown, but by the time
e comes to write the tales he is on ground unexplored before by any
writer of fiction. Many of his early tales were of a type very popular in
1 e 1820's, little anecdotes of history and fantastic Indian or backwoods tales,
but even at this time, in historical settings such as "The Maypole of Merry
°unt, and "Endicott and the Red Cross," Hawthorne can be seen to be
0lng something to history, infusing it with meaning and tracing as they
^ed ^e patterns of the contemporary world. And in such a story as
h V|^'nsman' Major Molineux," a neglected piece that might stand with
ls best work, he looks inward at the human mind in conflict with ex
igence. In / he Marble Faun he mentions the Germans Tieck and Hoffonly
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mann, who had moved the focal point of the tale to the inner man. A single
one of Hoffman's long tales contains several suggestions expanded by
Hawthorne: The Devil's Elixir is the story of a monk who thinks he has
sold his soul to the devil. When he abuses moral stricture, his physica
appearance is affected, much as Chillingworth's from feeding upon the soul
of Dimmesdale; the monk through his sin gains an insight into the hidden
sin of others, a familiar characteristic of Hawthorne's sinners. The vast
literature of the Gothic romance also provided him with much material:
magic, mirrors, portraits, the elixir of life, the haunted house turn up as
often in Hawthorne as in Poe. But Hawthorne did something with these
elements that is totally unlike the work of his predecessors: he never, like
Poe, explored them simply for sensation, but made them serve to bring from
the depths the truth of the human heart.
Significantly, Hawthorne's other literary debts, with the exception of
his beloved Bunyan, are to poets, Spenser, Milton, and Shakespeare. This
gives a clue to the nature of Hawthorne's milieu. In transmuting the diverse
materials of poetry, moral allegory, and the Gothic romance into fiction, e
created an art form that is to be read in a different manner from that
em ployed in reading the fiction of his contemporaries. Waggoner, Q. D.
Leavis, and W. B. Stein all agree that he is to be read as a poet is read,
with attention to structure, significant detail, and symbolic meanings, n
such a work as The Scarlet Letter, where the letter itself, the forest, the
scaffold, the rose, the prison, Hester's hair, all are more than mere descrip
tive details and are in fact important parts of the total meaning of the work,
it is evident that the milieu should not be judged by the standards we ta e
to ordinary fiction.
How shall we judge Hawthorne? Waggoner feels that our judgment
of him will in some sense reflect our judgment of allegory as an art form
Some of the works are allegories in a rather loose sense, and a great deal o t
work shows a tendency toward allegory, that is, toward giving priority to
highly intellectualized, abstract framework of meaning rather than the d
and sensuous. If this is damning, then Hawthorne is damned.'

a

But this has been for all critics, from Hawthorne himself to our day, t
measure of his achievement. At his best he cannot be measured by this var ^
stick. Let us use hasty definitions of symbolism and allegory, saying t 2
the first combines two worlds, flesh and spirit, as necessary adjuncts o eaC.
other in a single objective form, and that the second attempts an ident' ^
cation of the two worlds by an artificial parallelism. Hawthorne s grC
0Waggoner,

op. cit., p. 252.
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works now come under the heading of symbolic works. He is more complex, more artistic than we have realized. The diversity of recent opinion
KQQ what his best work means is evidence of this. Traditional criticism
and our own prejudice make us painfully aware when he fails, but sufficient
attention has not been given to his success. He, like Melville, has a special
relevancy to our own time. He had, for instance, an insight into the con
fusion involved in moral situations, and a feeling for the past and its
presence in the living generation, familiar themes of modern writers and
intellectuals. He stands at the beginning of the tradition of American fiction
and letters which includes Melville, James, Eliot, and Faulkner, and can in
a sense be called the creator of that tradition. When we have attained a
full understanding of his complex value and high artistic achievement
we may cut through the judgments of the older criticism to place him
more accurately on the scale of American letters.
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